
Radio A Veterans National Championships 2010

A brief report by David Munro, pictures by Mike Millard.

The event was hosted by the Poole club over last weekend. Saturday dawned cold, dull and a
trifle damp at times. Sunday saw a slight improvement in that we lost the damp element but the
cold remained. The wind direction was primarily North Easterly for the weekend which forced the
race officer, Peter Wiles, to move the course into the main lake.

We are lucky that we can do this as it allows sensible racing to take place when easterly winds
prevail which seems to be much more the norm these days

Poole Radio Yacht Club and a fleet of camper vans can only mean one thing; the “A’s” are in town



There were 20 entries, mainly from the Southern part of the country and 3 designs of A boat were
represented, 3 Swords, 7 Venoms and 10 Sweets. Swords won the day, taking the 1st 3 places
but this was largely down to the skipper as they just seemed to be that bit better at pointing the
boat in the right direction.

The fleet was split into two heats and Peter Wiles managed to get 18 races in which was not bad
considering the veteran ages of the skippers. Although sailing in the main lake divorced the
assembled gathering from the cups of tea at the club house, long strategic breaks overcame this.

Throughout both days the lead changed regularly between Dave Andrews and Ken Binks with
Ken coming out top at the end of the day. These two didn’t have it their own way though Martin
Raishbrook, Clive Tappenden and David Munro all winning 2 races each.

All in all the event went well and skippers went home having had an enjoyable weekend.

A line of “A’s”

Breathe in!



Full results table below:

Thanks to all at Poole RYC for hosting the event and hopefully we will see you all again at the
Radio A nationals in August.


